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Structures of Interest 
Design engineers have long been concerned with the interaction be-
tween soils and structures. The design of slabs on grade and U-frame 
structures are controlled by the soil pressure acting on them. These 
structures must be designed to account for the interaction between the 
structure and soil. The problem of determining the relationship between 
the structure displacements and the soil pressures is referred to as a 
soil-structure interaction problem. 
Potential Methods 
The soil-structure interaction problem in general is a nonlinear, 
three-dimensional problem. The load-deformation curves for all soils are 
non I inear and are affected by many factors such as changes in pore water 
pressures or cyclic loading. Many structures have changes in geometry 
which can be analyzed only by considering a three-dimensional behavior. 
Three-dimensional finite element analyses are the only types of analyses 
which can address these comp I icated problems. When both the three-dimen-
sional geometry and nonlinear soil behavior are considered, time required 
for preparation of data for a finite element model and computer time costs 
become prohibitive. For these reasons three-dimensional nonlinear finite 
element analyses are impractical for preliminary designs. 
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Because the cross sections of slabs on grade and U-frame structures 
are relatively constant along the length, analysis for prelininary design 
can be made using a two-dimensional plane strain slice of the structure. 
Two-dimensional finite element analyses including nonlinear soil behav-
ior have been performed; however, these analyses are still impractical 
for preliminary design because.of both cost and time. 
For many types of soil-structure systems, the structure may be model-
ed as an assemblage of beam-column elements in contact with the soil. 
With this simplification, the major problem is to represent the pressures 
at the soil-structure interface as non I inear functions of the interface 
displacements. Winkler 1 s hypothesis has been used for analysis of hori-
zontal beam-column/soil systems (2). However, Winkler 1 s hypothesis does 
not account for the two-dimensional behavior of the soil. The solution 
of a prismatic beam-column beam on a Winkler foundation loaded with a 
uniform load yields a constant displacement across the beam. The beam 
from this model has no rotations or moments and results in a simple one-
dimensional problem. A complete two-dimensional analysis of the beam-on-
foundation indicates that displacements as well as moments are not con-
stant. 
Although the soil-structure interaction behavior is generally non-
1 inear, for preliminary design or for short-term service loads, the soil-
structure interaction behavior may be assumed to be a linear relationship 
between displacements and pressures. Although much experimental data 
have been accumulated from plate bearing tests to produce 11coefficients 
of subgrade reactions, 11 these coefficients are usable only with Winkler 1 s 
hypothesis. 
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Statement of the Problem 
The objective of this study was to provide a simple means of combin-
ing a two-dimensional foundation with a beam-column structure which can 
be used for preliminary design of slabs on grade or the base slab of a 
U-frame structure. The study examines the characteristics of the soil-
structure interface and develops a procedure for coupling the two-dimen-
sional foundation to a beam-column model. The problem then becomes one 
of understanding the changes of the characteristics of the model 1 s stiff-
ness terms and being able to reproduce these characteristics in a simple 
and accurate procedure. 
CHAPTER I I 
PREVIOUS WORK 
The solution of soil-structure problems begins in 1776, with the 
work of Coulomb (1). Coulomb's theory provides a means of calculating 
earth pressures against retaining structures. His theory assumes that 
the structure is free to move a sufficient amount to either produce full 
active or passive earth pressures. Consequently, this theory is useful 
for calculating only maximum pressures. This early work is presently be-
ing used for 1 imit state analysis for design of earth retaining struc-
tures. Thus it is val id for predicting failure loads, but gives no in-
formation about displacements or stresses between extremes. 
Winkler (2), in 1867, developed a soil model for evaluating forces 
on the structure which are dependent on the displacements of the struc-
ture. Winkler assumed that the stress at any point on the surface of the 
soil is directly proportional to the structural displacement only at that 
particular point. This hypothesis has been used to aid in analyzing many 
soil-structure interaction problems but fails to account for continuity 
of the subgrade. 
Subsequently, a procedure was developed by Biot (3) for analysis of 
an infinite beam on an elastic two- or three-dimensional foundation. This 
procedure was based on Winkler 1 s hypothesis and had no provisions for 
plates or finite length beams and considered only concentrated loads. 
Vesic (5) extended Biot's work to include finite length beams and 
loading by a couple. Vesic (4) also studied the validity of Winkler's 
4 
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hypothesis and concluded that the hypothesis is val id for infinite beams 
resting on a semi-infinite elastic subgrade. Vesic stated that the use 
of Winkler 1 s hypothesis leads to an overestimation of bending moments and 
an underestimation of contact pressures and displacements. Vesic also 
noted that conventional analysis using Winkler 1 s hypothesis could be used 
for finite beams and recommended procedures for beams with different length 
characteristics. 
Reese and Matlock (6) used the Winkler hypothesis with a nonlinear 
foundation for analysis of laterally loaded piles. While the foundation 
was a non! inear Winkler model, the structure was modeled with beam-column 
elements. The finite difference technique was used to formulate the beam-
column equations. 
Haliburton (7) extended the procedure used by Matlock et al. (8) for 
analyzing flexible retaining structures. Haliburton discussed non! inear 
soil response, anchor and brace supports, and procedures for developing 
nonlinear soi 1 load-deflection curves. 
Dawkins (9) combined the non! inear Winkler foundation with a stiff-
ness method approach to the beam column model. This work also al lowed 
the use of 1 inearly varying distributed springs as well as point linear/ 
nonlinear springs. 
Two-parameter models were developed in order to overcome deficien-
cies inherent in the Winkler hypothesis in modeling the continuous behav-
ior of the subgrade. The two-parameter models improved on Winkler 1 s 
model by adding a continuous layer between the structure and the Winkler 
springs. The Filonenko-Borodich model (10, 11, 12) adds a membrane under 
tension between the structure and the Winkler spring. The Hetenyi (12, 
13) model adds an elastic beam for two-dimensional problems in place of 
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the Filonenko-Borodich model. The Pasternak (12, 14) model uses a shear 
layer to interact between the Winkler springs and the structure. Vlasov 
and Leont 1ev (15, 16) developed a two-parameter foundation model from the 
continuum point of view. 
All two-parameter models can, in general, be represented by the fol-
lowing equation: 
where 





q(x) surface pressure; 
w(x) = surface displacements; 
K modulus of subgrade reaction; and 
D = second soil parameter. 
s 
The two parameters, Kand D, are difficult to determine. Presently, these 
parameters are being determined from extensive field tests. Although the 
parameter K has the same name as the K for Winkler 1 s model, i.e., modulus 
of subgrade reaction, the values for K for a Winkler model cannot be used 
for a two-parameter model. This foundation model, when combined with a 
structural model, leads to a very complex mathematical problem. Because 
of the difficulties in calculations and in determining the two parameters, 
this is presently not a practical tool for preliminary design. 
Elastic continuum models allow for a continuous description of the 
soil beneath the structure as well as displacements of the soi 1 away from 
the structure. Flamant (17) and Cheung (18) calculated a flexibility ma-
trix for the interface. The inverse of this flexibility matrix yields a 
stiffness matrix for the foundation which could be combined with a beam-
column stiffness matrix. A comoarison of this approach with a two-
7 
dimensional finite element model of the foundation indicates that the mo-
ments, rotations, and relative displacements are accurately predicted by 
the continuum model. However, the absolute displacements are substantial-
ly in error. 
The finite element method has proven to be a valid tool for analyz-
ing soil-structure interaction problems. Clough and Duncan (19) used the 
finite element method to analyze sheet pile walls, and U-frame structures 
that were a part of the Port Allen and Old River Locks. The procedure ac-
counts for nonlinear stress-strain behavior of the soil medium and uses 
an incremental loading technique to simulate a construction sequence. The 
favorable comparison of analytical and experimental results for the Port 
Allen and Old River Locks demonstrated the usefulness of this method in 
the soil-structure interaction area (19, 20). However, the use of this 
method requires the tedious generation of comp! icated grids for modeling 
the problem, large amounts of computer time, and many hours of interpret-
ing the results of analysis. Therefore, the high cost of this analysis 
technique makes it im~ractical for use by most designers. 
CHAPTER I I I 
TWO-DIMENSIONAL FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS 
OF THE STRUCTURE SOIL SYSTEM 
Objective 
The objective of this study is to provide a simple means of combin-
ing a two-dimensional foundation with a beam-column structure which can 
be used for preliminary design purposes. To accomplish this goal, a pro-
cedure to produce an interface model which approximates the res11lts ob-
tained from a finite element solution was developed. 
Beam-Column/Finite Element Method 
Assumptions 
As stated previously, attention is 1 imited to those structures such 
as slabs-on-grade or U-frame base slabs for which a two-dimensional slice 
of the soil-structure system adequately represents the behavior for pre-
1 iminary design. It .is further assumed that the dimensions of the struc-
ture al low a model composed of beam-column elements to be used to repre-
sent this part of the system. 
Inherent in the two-dimensional model of the soil-structure system 
is the assumption that the soi 1 foundation is in a state of plane strain. 
Although the extent of the soil foundation away from the structure will 
influence the soil-structure interaction, it is assumed for this 
8 
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investigation that the soil can be represented as a homogeneous isotrop-
ic semi-infinite half space. Because preliminary designs are frequently 
based on short-term service loads which result in small displacements, 
it is further assumed that the soil is 1 inearly elastic. Under these as-
sumptions the soil foundation is modeled initially as an assemblage of 
two-dimensional finite elements. 
A final simpl ificatlon is made at the interface between the beam-
column and the soil foundation. Enforcement of compatibility of nodal 
displacements on the interface would result in shear stresses in the soil 
along the interface and a corresponding axial stress resultant in the 
beam-column. This effect would represent frictional interaction between 
the base of the structure and the foundation. The magnitude of this fric-
tion resistance is dependent on roughness of the structure as well as the 
cohesion and internal friction of the soil. The friction effect could 
be accounted for by introduction of an interface element (21) between 
the structure and foundation. However, preliminary studies indicated 
that the interface friction had negligible influence on the response of 
the system. Consequently, the friction effect is neglected and compati-
bility of vertical displacements only is enforced at the interface, which 
al lows the interface nodes to be placed at the longitudinal axis of the 
beam-column rather than at the base of the beam with no loss in accuracy. 
Finite Element Model 
Figure l displays the interface area between the beam-column beam 
and finite element foundation; the entire finite element foundation model 
is shown in Figure 2. The grid contains 2139 nodes and 2124 elements. 
The quadrilaterals are four node isoparametric elements using the 
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Figure 2. FEM Foundation Model for 2() Foot Interface 
l 2 
incompatible mode to eliminate parasitic shear. The triangles are three 
node constant strain elements. Figure 3 shows a window display of the 
grid below the structure. For a beam with a length of 20 feet, the grid 
models an area with a height of 3.5 times and a width of 7 times the 
length of the beam. 
Substructure Equations 
The nodal force-nodal displacement relationship for a beam-column 





K88 = beam-column stiffness matrix; 
K11 = stiffness terms for nodes on interface between FEM foundation 
and beam-column beam; 
K1R = KRI = stiffness terms coup] ing the interface to the remainder 
of the foundation; 
KRR = stiffness terms of remainder of foundation; 
u8 = beam-column (interface nodes) displacements; 
UR= displacement of remainder of foundation; and 
F8 = force applied to beam-column. 
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Equation (3.2b) may be written as: 
3.3 
or 
(KBB + Kl I) u -
-1 
KRIUB FB KIRKRR = B 3.4a 
[ (KBB + Kl I 
-1 
KRI)] UB FB - KIRKRR = 3.4b 
-'· 
[ ( KB B + K ,; I ) ] UB = F B 3.4c 
;':: 
where K11 is the interface stiffness matrix which contains al 1 character-
istics of the two-dimensional foundation. 
The solution of Equation (3.4) is inexpensive since the number of 
simultaneous equations is the same as for the solution of the beam-column. 
·'· 
Once the interface stiffness matrix, K; 1, has been determined, the beam-
column stiffness matrix, K88 , and load array, F8 , can be changed. This 
allows the solution of any load case or changes in the beam without re-
.,. 
solving for K'; 1. 
-·· Factors Affecting Interface Matrix Kf1 
Because the foundation is assumed to be linearly elastic, homogene-
-·· 
ous, and isotropic, the interface matrix K;· 1 is directly proportional to 
the modulus of elasticity of the foundation material. Consequently, in-
terface matrices need be developed only for a unit value of foundation 
modulus of elasticity. Other factors which influence the interface stiff-
ness matrix are number of nodes on the interface and Poisson 1 s ratio for 
the foundation. 
I 5 
Poisson's ratio for soils varies from near zero to near one-half. 
To examine the influence of Poisson's ratio, interface matrices were de-
veloped for Poisson's ratio ranging from 0. 1 to 0.4. Although magni-
tudes of elements of stiffness matrices depend on the value of Poisson's 
ratio, characteristics of matrices to be discussed later are the same. 
Hence, only matrices for Poisson's ratios of 0.2 and 0.3 are presented 
and discussed in detail. To determine the effect of the number of nodes 
on the interface, complete interface matrices were evaluated for 1 l, 21, 
31, and 41 interface nodes. 
Method of Extracting Interface Matrix K1 I 
By definition, any element K .. of a stiffness matrix is the force 
I 'J 
corresponding to the degree of freedom (DOF) i_ due to a unit displace-
ment of DOF 1_ with all other displacements equal to zero. Because the 
finite element model of the foundation is symmetric, it is only required 
that the interface matrix be developed for nodes on and to one side of 
the axis of symmetry. The interface matrix was developed by sequentially 
applying a unit vertical displacement at one node with displacements of 
other nodes on the interface equal to zero. The reactions generated at 
the restrained interface nodes comprise one column (and row) of the de-
sired matrix. 
{: 
Characteristics of K1 I 
·k 
To study K11 , interface matrices were generated for 11, 21, 31, and 
41 nodes on the interface. The off diagonal terms for each row of each 
matrix were plotted as shown in Figures 4, 5, 6, and 7. The terms below 
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Figure 7. Off Diagonal Terms for 41 Node Interface 
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(i.e., the nodes on the interface) through the middle nodes are plotted. 
These figures demonstrate that all relative terms of the interface stiff-
ness matrices are very close in magnitude except for the first two (i.e., 
the end) rows. These figures also demonstrate that the terms change only 
slightly for different numbers of interface nodes. These plots were for 
a foundation with a Poisson's ratio of 0.3. The same characteristics for 
other values of Poisson were observed. 
Figures 8, 9, 10, and 11 are plots of the major diagonal terms of 
the four interface stiffness matrices. These plots show I ittle change in 
the major diagonal terms after the first two columns and little effect 
from change of number of interface nodes. 
Figure 12 is a plot of the center] ine row of the four interface stiff-
ness matrices. Figure 13 is a plot of the first column of the four inter-
face stiffness matrices. Except for the 11-node matrix, these plots in-
dicate that the magnitude of the stiffness terms are dependent on rela-
tive position from the main diagonal and not dependent on number of nodes 
of the interface. These similarities of the curves suggest that an inter-
face stiffness matrix for a two-dimensional foundation could be generated 
without resorting to a finite element solution. 
The fol lowing is a summary of the characteristics of the curves 
shown in Figures 4 through 13: 
I. OFF diagonal terms approach infinity as x + 0 (i.e., as x ap-
proaches the major diagonal). 
2. OFF diagonal terms approach zero as x + oo. 
This suggests that the magnitude of the stiffness terms could be calcu-
lated as: 
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where y is the magnitude of the interface stiffness term, and x is the 
number of terms from the major diagonal; 
f (x) -+ 0 as x -+ 0 
f (x) -+ 0 as x -+ 0 
f(x) = BxC 
where A, B, Care functions of Poisson 1 s ratio. 
Equilibrium Requirement 
·k 
Each row of K11 is a system of forces produced by a unit displace-
ment of a node on the interface with all other nodes of the interface 
node having no displacements. The forces produced on the interface nodes, 
together with the reactions produced at the boundary nodes of the com-
plete finite element model, constitute a system of forces in equilibrium. 
If the rows of the interface matrix are approximated, the terms must con-





I l i=l 
K •. 
IJ 
j 1 , 2, 3, ... , N 
where 
n = number of node on interface; 
y = approximated row; and 
K .. = finite element interface matrix stiffness coefficient. 
I 'J 
CHAPTER IV 
GENERATION OF APPROXIMATE INTERFACE 
AND COMPARISON OF RESULTS 
Introduction 
Because the stiffness matrix of the beam column is independent of 
the interface stiffness matrix, any beam can be used for comparison of 
results. For the following comparison, a beam 12 inches high and l inch 
thick will be used. Poisson's ratio of 0.3 and Young's modulus of 3 x 106 
will be used for the material properties of the beam. The four beams 
will have length-to-depth ratios of 5, 10, 15, and 20. The node spacing 
for all beams will be six inches in order to accurately represent the 
beam. Because each beam node is connected to the interface, the inter-
face node spacing is also six inches. This node spacing will allow for 
accurate modeling of the soil-structure interaction behavior. The fol-
lowing is a list of the five different load cases used for comparison: 
Load Case !--Uniform load over entire beam 
Load Case 2--Point load at center! ine 
Load Case 3--Point load at left quarter point 
Load Case 4--Uniform load over center one-half of beam 
Load Case 5--Uniform load over left half of beam. 
Basis of Comparison 
To provide a basis for comparison with approximate interface matrices, 
23 
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displacements and rotations using the exact interface matrices were ob-
tained for Poisson's ratios of 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, and 0.4 for ll and 21 
node beams using all load cases. The exact displacements for the 31 and 
41 were calculated for Poisson's ratios of 0.2 and 0.3 using all five 
load cases. 
For reinforcement, complete solutions of the beam-soil system using 
two-dimensional finite elements for both beam and foundation were obtain-
ed for 11 and 21 node beams with a foundation having a Poisson's ratio 
of 0.3 and a Young's modulus of 7000 pounds per square inch (psi). The 
7000 psi represents a dense sand (22). The results were compared with 
solutions for a beam-column model of the beam with a two-dimensional 
finite element foundation. As expected, these solutions produced identi-
cal results for both models. Additional reinforcement resulted from the 
solutions for I I, 21, and 31 node beams coupled to a 41 node exact inter-
face matrix. As expected, these solutions produced the same results as 
when each beam was coupled with an interface matrix containing the same 
number of nodes. An example of a 21 beam on a 21 node foundation compar-
ed with a 21 beam on a 41 node foundation for a uniform load over the en-
tire beam is shown in Table I. A Poisson's ratio of 0.3 was used for the 
foundations for this comparison. 
Expedient Approach 
Because the beam-column matrices and the foundation matrices are in-
dependent, it is possible to produce a beam-column computer program which 
stores complete interface matrices for various Poisson 1 s ratios. Only 
one interface matrix for each Poisson's ratio is required, provided the 
matrix is sufficiently large to accommodate a wide variety of beam 
25 
TABLE I 
21 NODE BEAM ON 41 NODE INTERFACE 
Node Number Beam on 41 Node Foundation Beam on 21 Node Foundation 
From Left Deflection Deflection 
End of Beam (in.) Rotation (in.) Rotation 
-0.00245166 -0.312634x10- 5 -0.00245166 -0.312637xl0- 5 
2 -0. 00247031-1 -0.308966xl0- 5 -0.00247034 -0.308967x10- 5 
3 -0.00248859 -0.2981 llxl0- 5 -0.00248859 -0.298112xl0- 5 
4 -0.00250596 -0.279648xl0- 5 -0.00250597 -0.279649xl0-S 
5 -0.00252201 -0.254003xl0- 5 -0.00252201 -0.254004xl0- 5 
6 -0.00253631 -0.221918x10- 5 -0.00253632 -0.221919x10- 5 
7 -0.00254853 -0. 184316xl0- 5 -0.00254853 -0. 184317xl0-5 
8 -0.00255834 -0. 142222x10-5 -0.00255835 -0. l42223xl0- 5 
9 -0.00256552 -o. 96 721 5x 1 o - 6 -0.00256553 -0.967217xlo-6 
10 -0.00256990 -0.489344xlo-6 -0.00256991 -o.489345xlo- 6 
(f_ -0.00257137 0.0 -0.00257138 0.0 
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lengths. A 61 node interface would cover a majority of beam lengths. 
The user of such a program would be required to provide only the modulus 
of elasticity and Poisson's ratio for the beam and foundation, length of 
the beam, moment of inertia of the beam, and loading on the beam. This 
seems feasible since only 961 terms are needed to produce a 61 node in-
terface matrix, as the matrices are symmetric about both diagonals. The 
studies of the interface matrices indicated that the magnitude of terms 
in any row exhibited identical variations with position from the major 
diagonal as shown in Figures 4 through 7. Consequently, this indicates 
the possibility of reproducing the interface behavior with fewer than 
961 terms. 
Generation of Matrix From Centerline Row 
Introduction 
This center! ine row method develops the entire interface matrix us-
ing only the center! ine row of a 61 node exact interface matrix and 30 
terms to force equiljbrium. This procedure generates an approximate in-
terface matrix producing results sufficiently accurate for pre! iminary 
designs for beams with up to 41 nodes. Beams with more than 41 nodes 
wil I have larger errors because the beam action will be influenced by the 
outer rows. As seen in Appendix A, the changes in any interface matrix 
from one row to the next are smal 1, except for the outside few rows. 
This end effect of the outside row is difficult to predict and is not 
modeled by this procedure. This method models the matrix by using the 
centerline row and forcing equilibrium of all rows. 
27 
Equilibrium 
As previously stated, each row of the interface matrix represents a 
set of reactions resulting from a single interface node being displaced 
a unit value. The sum of all vertical reactions is zero, i.e., the sum 
of vertical reactions of the interface nodes and of the boundary of the 
finite element grid. The sum of all horizontal forces is also zero. 
Thus, the problem is in a state of equilibrium. 
The approximate matrix must also satisfy equilibrium. If the approx-
imated interface matrix does not satisfy equilibrium, the matrix will not 
produce reasonable results. For example, a 10 percent change of the 
smallest off diagonal term of a 21 node interface matrix connected to a 
21 node beam will result in a 3 percent error of all displacements. This 
indicates that the results produced from these interface matrices are 
very sensitive to the requirement for satisfying of equilibrium. A ma-
trix which does not satisfy equilibrium results in a change in the inter-
nal strain energy of the foundation and misrepresents the true system of 
forces. Thus, each approximate interface matrix must be generated such 
that each row satisfies equilibrium. 
Each row can be forced to satisfy equilibrium by making the sum of 
each approximate row equal the sum of the corresponding row of the exact 
interface matrix. The tables in Appendix B give the sums of terms on each 
row of the interface stiffness matrices 1 isted in Appendix A. The sum of 
each row was divided by the sum of terms of the center I ine row to produce 
factors which can be used to force equilibrium of generated matrices by 
knowing the sum of the centerline row for a given Poisson's ratio. Figure 
14 displays the ratios of the sums of the rows plotted for each row for a 
Poisson's ratio of 0.2. Figure 15 displays the ratios of the first term 
28 
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plotted against the number of nodes on the interface. This illustrates 
that the relationship (i.e., ratio) of the sum of the first row with the 
sum of the centerline row changes very 1 ittle with increased nodes on 
the interface. These figures suggest that equilibrium factors could be 
extrapolated from these data. However, extrapolation of these data would 
produce results with errors greater than those which will be reported 
later in this study. 
41 Node Foundation 
Table I I I ists the results of using the previously described beam 
with 21 ~odes on a 41 node interface matrix, [E], for Poisson's ratio of 
0.3 which was generated by the center I ine row method. The maximum dis-
placement due to a uniform load is 1. I percent in error, while the maxi-
mum moment is 2.0 percent in error. These results indicate that the cen-
terl ine row method of producing an approximate interface method can be 
used for preliminary design. The following is the centerline row method 
for generating the interface matrix: 
1. Place the centerline row, which depends on the desired Poisson's 
ratio, in every row starting at the major diagonal (Figure 16). The place-
ment of the centerline row results in a banded matrix with a half band 
width equal to half the number of terms of any row plus one, since al 1 
interface matrices have an odd number of nodes. The odd number of nodes 
for each interface forces a node to be at the axis of symmetry. 
2. Force symmetry about the major diagonal. 
3. Satisfy equilibrium on the first row above the center! ine row 
(Row 20). This row contains one unknown term, E20 41 , where 
' 
TABLE I I 
RESULTS OF 21 NODE BEAM ON GENERATED 41 NODE FOUNDATION WITH EQUILIBRIUM SATISFIED 
Y-Cal Mom-Cal 
y Ceri.te r 1 i ne Row Percent MOM Center l i ne Row Percent 
Node FEM Method Error Node FEM Method Error 
l -0.221•1 E-02 -0.2269E-02 1.26 1 0. 0. 0 
2 -0.2259E-02 -0.2287E-02 1.24 2 -0.4753E 01 -0.4701E 01 l. 11 
3 -0.2277E-02 -0.2305E-02 l. 21 3 -0. 1028E 02 -0.1014E 02 l. 34 
4 -0.2295E-02 -0.2322E-02 l. 19 4 -0. 1562E 02 -0. 1539E 02 1.49 
5 -0.2310E-02 -0.2338E-02 l. 17 5 -0.2051E 02 -0.2018E 02 1.59 
6 -0.2325E-02 -0.2351E-02 1. 15 6 -0.2478E 02 -0.2436E 02 l. 71 
7 -0.2337E-02 -0.2363E-02 l. 14 7 -0.2836E 02 -0.2784E 02 1.82 
8 -0.2346E-02 -0.2373E-02 1. 12 8 -0.3116E 02 -0.3057E 02 l.89 
9 -0.2354E-02 -0.2380E-02 1. 11 9 -0.3319E 02 -0.3253E 02 1.97 
10 -0.2358E-02 -0.2384E-02 1. 11 10 -0.3441E 02 -0.3371E 02 2.02 
11 -0.2359E-02 -0.2385E-02 l. 11 11 -0.3482E 02 -0.3411E 02 2.03 
12 -0.2358E-02 -0.2384E-02 1. 11 12 -O.J441E 02 -0.3371E 02 2.02 
13 -0.2354E-02 -0.2380E-02 l. 11 13 -0.3319E 02 -0.3253E 02 l.98 
14 -0.2346E-02 -0.2373E-02 l. 12 14 -0.3116E 02 -0.3057E 02 l. 90 
15 -0.2337E-02 -0.2363E-02 1. 14 15 -0.2S36E 02 -0.2784E 02 1.83 
16 -0.2325E-02 -0.2351E-02 1. 15 16 -0.2479E 02 -0.2436E 02 1. 73 
17 -0. 231 OE-02 -0.2338E-02 l. 17 17 -0.2051E 02 -0.2018E 02 1.59 
18 -0.2295E-02 -0.2322E-02 l. 19 18 -0. 1562E 02 -0. 1539E 02 1.46 
19 -0. 2277E-02 -0.2305E-02 1. 21 19 -0. 1028E 02 -0.1014E 02 1.33 
20 -0.2259E-02 -0.2287E-02 1.24 20 -0.4754E 01 -0.4701E 01 1. 12 
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E20,41 = l Exact E20 ,i - I Approx. E20 ,i 
i=l i=l 
The exact matrix [E] has the same Poisson 1 s ratio as the approximate ma-
trix. 
4. Force symmetry about the minor diagonal: 
5. Satisfy equilibrium on row 19. The row contains two unknowns, 
41 39 
l Exact El9,i - l Approx. E19,i = El9,40 + El9,41 
i=l i=l 
Because values at the end of each row in the matrix become essentially 
constant (Figures 4 through 7), it is assumed that E19 , 40 = E19 , 41 · 
6. Force symmetry about minor diagonal: 
and 
]. The process is continued for each successive row above the cen-
terline row. Each row contains one or more unknown terms. When more 
than one unknown is involved, all the involved terms are assigned the 
same value for that row. 
8. Each term which has been previously determined by forcing sym-
metry about the minor diagonal must not be changed. For example, row two 
has 19 unknown terms, after placement of centerline row and forcing sym-
metry about the major diagonals: 
E2 , 2 through E2, 22 = Center! ine row 
E2 1 = E1 2 step 2 
' ' 
33 
Therefore, E2 , 23 through E2 , 41 are unknown after forcing symmetry about 
the major diagonal. Terms E2 , 23 through E2 , 39 will be determined from 
forcing symmetry about minor diagonal. E2 , 23 = E19 , 40 , E2 , 24 = El8,40' 
Therefore, only terms E2 40 and E2 41 
' ' 
are unknown when approximate row 2 is forced to satisfy equilibrium. 
9. Multiply the entire matrix by the desired modulus of elasticity. 
This 41 node approximated matrix can be used only with beams of a limit-
ed number of nodes. Beams with more than 21 nodes will have greater 
errors than the 2 percent error in moment reported above. This is a re-
sult of improper modeling of the outside rows of the interface matrix. 
61 Node Foundation 
By using a 61 node foundation, the troublesome interface end effects 
are moved further away from the end of the beam. Appendix C gives the 
centerline row for Poisson 1 s ratio of 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, and 0.4. Appen-
dices D through J give the results of the five load cases for Young 1 s 
modulus of 7000 psi with Poisson 1 s ratios of 0.2 and 0.3 for 21, 31, and 
41 node beams. Table I I I gives a summary of the errors of maximum de-
flection, moment, and shear for two different Poisson•s ratios and the 
five load cases. The 61 node interface matrix generated for these re-
suits was produced using the steps outlined for the 41 node generated 
interface. 
Appendix D presents the results of the 21 node beam on a 61 node 
center] ine row interface matrix for Poisson 1 s ratio of 0.3. As seen in 
Table I I I, the percentage error of the maximum displacement for a uniform 
load over the entire beam is 0.91 percent. This percentage error is bet-
ter than the 1. l percent error reported for the same beam on a 41 node 
TABLE I I I 
SUMMARY OF RESULTS 
No. of 
Pois- Nodes Percent Error at Percent Error at 
Appen- son's for Beam Maximum Displacement Maximum Moment 
dix Ratio Load Case 1 2 3 q 5 1 2 3 q 5 
D 0.3 21 0.91 0.84 0.18 0.86 0.38 0.84 o. 17 0. 14 0.31 0.45 
E 0.3 31 0.99 0.80 1 .71 0.85 2. 13 1 .86 0.30 0. 13 0.56 0.66 
F 0.3 41 1 .29 0.92 1 .93 1 .02 2.67 2.35 0.31 0. 10 0.75 0. 10 
G 0.2 21 0.91 o.85 0.38 0.87 0.37 0.90 0. 19 0. 15 0.33 0.50 
H 0.2 31 1 .13 0.93 0.75 0.98 1.98 1 . 95 0. 31 0. 18 0. 60 0. 72 
0.2 41 1.29 0.93 2.17 1.04 3.20 2.46 0.34 0.08 0.79 0.17 
Young's modulus, 7000 psi. 
Percent Error at 
Maximum Shear 
1 2 3 q 5 
0.52 0.02 0. 13 0.24 0.20 
1 .04 0.02 0. 16 0.32 0.20 
0.76 0.01 0. 14 0.46 0.03 
0.58 0.01 0. 16 0.26 0.07 
0.93 0.03 0.18 0.35 o. 12 




foundation. Also, the percentage in the maximum moment has decreased 
from 2.0 percent error for a 41 node centerline row interface to 0.8~ 
percent error for a 61 node centerline row interface. This reduction in 
error is due to the effect of the outside row of the approximate inter-
face being further away from the end of the beam. 
The shear diagrams in Appendices D through have a stair-stepped 
shape for sections of the beam where loads have not been applied, and 
have a saw-toothed shape for sections which have been loaded with a uni-
formly distributed load. These discontinuities occur at each beam node 
and the magnitude of these discontinuities are the reactions produced by 
the foundation at that particular node. The elastic half space founda-
tion has been discretized and is represented by the interface matrix 
which acts as a series of interconnected 1 inear springs attached to each 
beam node. These discontinuities will become smaller as the node spac-
ing of the foundation becomes smaller. 
As seen in Table I I I, this method produces good results for beams 
with up to 41 nodes. Also, this table illustrates that as the number of 
nodes increases, so does the percentage error. The 61 node center! ine 
row interface is 1 imited to a maximum of approximately 41 nodes for two 
reasons. The first reason is demonstrated in Table I I I, which shows 
greater errors with the 41 nodes, particularly with unsymmetric loads 
near the edge of the beam (Load Case 5). Appendices F and I illustrate 
that for 41 node beams the deformed shape for Load Case 5 (uniform load 
over left half of the beam) is different from the correct deformed shape. 
The difference in this case is not constant; some displacements are 
above the correct value while others are below. The difference in the 
deformed shape for smaller beams for other load cases are in error by a 
constant displacement, rigid body rotation (Appendices D, E, G, and H). 
The second reason is the depth of foundation to the length of the beam 
becomes smaller with larger beams. The depth-to-length ratio for the 41 
node beam is 3.5, which means the interface is still an approximation 
for an elastic half space. When the depth-to-length ratio becomes small-
er, the assumption of an elastic half space is not val id and the inter-
face will begin to be influenced by the boundary of the finite element 
grid. 
Conclusion 
This procedure illustrates that an approximate interface stiffness 
matrix can be developed from the center] ine row of the exact matrix and 
the ratios required to satisfy equilibrium. Therefore, a 61 node inter-
face matrix can be produced from 61 terms (31 term centerline row of ma-
trix and 30 ratios). The procedure is more acceptable for inclusion with 
a beam-column program than the previous procedure because of the fewer 
terms required to produce the interface matrices. The procedure still 
has the 1 imitation of not accounting for foundations with specific depths 
rather than the half space as used herein. 
lntroduct ion 
Generation of Matrix With Approxi-
mated Centerline Row 
It has been shown that the 61 node interface stiffness matrix gener-
ated from the center] ine row can be used for beams up to 41 nodes and 
thus eliminates the need for developing interface stiffness matrices for 
each beam with a different number of nodes. The fol lowing procedure 
37 
makes one additional approximation in that procedure. An equation is 
used to calculate the off diagonal terms of the centerline row of the 
interface stiffness matrix. 
Figures 4 through 7 display the characteristic shape of the rows of 
each interface stiffness matrix. After examination of several equations, 
the one found to best fit the data is of the form: 
-BXC 
Y(stiffness) = Ae + D 
where X is the number of nodes from major diagonal, and B, C, and Dare 
constant. An example of this fit is shown in Figure 17. 
The above equation cannot be fitted to the stiffness values by con-
ventional least squares method. Therefore, a sequential search method, 
described in Appendix J, was used to find the coefficients A, B, C, and 
D of the equation. The fit is accomplished by letting the sequential 
method, a simplex method by Nelder and Mead (23), vary A, B, C, and D 
until the sum of the squares of differences between the FEM stiffness 
values and the calculated stiffness values becomes a minimum. 
Procedure 
This procedure, the coefficient method, is identical to the center-
line row method except for the approximation of the off diagonal terms 
of the center! ine row. By knowing the general shape of the variation of 
-sxc 
the off diagonal terms {y = Ae + D), the following procedure can be 
used to develop an approximate 61 node interface stiffness matrix: 
l. Make all major diagonal terms a single value, i.e., the first 
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row procedure, the selection of the major diagonal term depends only on 
the desired Poisson's ratio. 
2. Use the equation (y 
-BXC 
Ae + D) to calculate the first 30 off 
diagonal terms. The values for the coefficients A, B, C, and D for Pois-
son's ratios of 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, and 0.4 are given in Table IV. 
3. Force symmetry about the major diagonal. 
4. Force every row of the generated stiffness matrix to satisfy 
equilibrium according to the sums in Appendix B. The sums chosen from 
thfs appendix depend on the value of Poisson's ratio. The procedure was 
described in detail for the 41 node matrix. 
5. Construct the matrix to be symmetrical about the minor diagonal. 
The procedure for forcing symmetry was also previously described for the 
41 node interface. 
6. Multiply the entire matrix by the desired modulus of elasticity. 
Appendices K through M give the results of the five load cases for 
a Poisson's ratio of 0.3 and a Young's modulus of 7000 psi for 21, 31, 
and 41 node beams using the procedure described above. Table V gives a 
summary of the errors in maximum deflection, moment, and shear using 
Poisson's ratios, F.3, and the five load cases. 
These results demonstrate the same characteristics as the results 
from the center] ine row method. The errors increase as the number of 
beam nodes (length of beam) increase. This increase in error for this 
procedure is a re~ult of the end effects from interface matrices as was 
the reason for the center] ine row method. However, the errors in the 
results for the coefficient method are greater than those from the previ-
ous results, since the procedure has an added assumption of the approxi-
mation of the off diagonal terms. 
40 
TABLE IV 
COEFFICIENTS OF EXPONENTIAL EQUATIONS 
Poisson I s Coefficients 
Ratio A B c D 
0. 1 34.26 5. 381 O. 2.793 0.0004 
0.2 34.22 5,376 0.2768 0.0004 
0.3 34.43 5.338 0.2739 0.0004 
0.4 34.41 5.322 0.2440 0.0007 
TABLE V 
SUMMARY OF RESULTS 
No. of 
Pois- Nodes Percent Error at Percent Error at Percent Error at 
Appen- son 1 s for Beam Maximum Displacement Maximum Moment Maximum Shear 
dix Ratio Load Case l 2 3 4 5 l 2 3 Ii 5 1 2 3 Ii 5 
J 0.3 2 1 3. 90 3. 73 l . l 5 3. 78 1 . l 2 6.69 0.70 0.76 l .56 3.56 1 . 80 O. 21 l .20 1.53 0.03 
K 0.3 31 4. 18 3.76 2.28 3.38 0.42 9.30 0.70 1 .96 1 .80 4.97 3.02 0. 17 0.83 0.84 1 .09 




This procedure illustrates that an interface stiffness matrix can 
be developed from 36 terms ([four coefficients, A, B, C, and D], 31 sums 
of rows, and the major diagonal term of center I ine row). These 36 terms 
are dependent only on Poisson's ratio and the modulus of elasticity. 
This procedure produces sufficiently accurate results for preliminary de-
signs with 25 fewer terms by assuming an equation for the off diagonal 
terms. This procedure could easily be included into a beam-column analy-
sis computer program for analysis and design of slabs on grade and U-
frame structures. The procedure has the same 1 imitation as the previous 
procedure of not accounting for foundations with specific depths instead 
of the results of a half space solution. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSION, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Summary 
The intent of this research was to investigate the soil-structure 
interaction for a beam-column structure on a continuous linearly elastic 
subgrade, and to retain the simplicity of the beam-column analysis while 
providing a foundation model which includes the two-dimensional behavior 
of the foundation. The goal was to develop a simple method to produce a 
two-dimensional foundation behavior which can be used for preliminary de-
sign and analysis of slabs on grade and U-frame structures. 
This research showed that the foundation could be investigated and 
formed independent of the structural beam-column matrix. Also, it was 
shown that the interface matrix, which represents a semi-infinite half 
space, could be generated from a few terms. The terms can be determined 
from known values of Poisson's ratio and the modulus of elasticity of 
the foundation. Two procedures to generate a soil-structure interaction 
stiffness matrix were illustrated. 
Conclusion 
The first procedure, which generates the interface stiffness matrix 
from the center! ine row, produces the best results and has one less ap-
proximation. Since this procedure satisfies the goal of producing an 
easily constructed, two-dimensional foundation useful for preliminary 
43 
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design and analysis, it is preferable over the second procedure which 
approximates the off diagonal terms with an exponential equation. The 
second procedure produces acceptable results but has at this point little 
additional benefits other than requiring slightly fewer numerical values. 
Recommendations 
Both procedures developed an approximate semi-infinite half space. 
The effect of finite depths on this soil-structure interaction problem 
was not investigated. The effect for shallow depth is a common problem 
for foundations and needs to be investigated. The procedure which uses 
an equation to produce the off diagonal terms would be more beneficial 
if the terms of the equation could be related directly to depth, Pois-
son1s ratio, and the modulus of elasticity. This goal could possibly be 
achieved by investigating other equations with more coefficients. Fur-
ther studies based on the theory of elasticity solutions, such as Fla-
mant1s, could lead to finding the correct relationship between the coef-
ficients of the equation and the physical properties of the foundation. 
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APPENDIX A 
INTERFACE STIFFNESS MATRICES 
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Poisson Ratio 0.2 
-0,4687746 0,2014856 0,0801580 0,0289753 0,0200524 0,0138527 0,0107073 0,0088199 0,0077963 0,0082193 
0,0113046 
-0,5551036 0,1672307 0,0678919 0,0205690 0,01 3566 0,0095844 0,0073999 0,0061676 0,0061966 0.0082193 
-0,5686661 0,1624127 0,0646176 0,0183880 0,01 7684 0,0084279 0,0065749 0,0061676 0.0077963 
-0,5703274 0,1613199 0,0639394 0,0179566 0,01 5569 0,0084279 0,0073999 0,0088199 
-0,5710193 0,1609287 0,0637420 0,0179566 0.01 7684 0,0095844 0.0107073 
-0,5711841 0,1609287 0,0639394 0,0183880 0,01 3566 0,0138527 
Poisson Ratio 0.3 
-0,4966217 0,2130380 0,0852976 0,0305564 0,0207889 0,0144729 0,0111426 0,0091479 0,0080547 0.0084601 
0,0115681 
-0,5877406 0,1766444 0,0723771 0,0218514 0,0148399 0,0100300 0,0077026 0,0064041 0,0064124 0,0084601 
-0,6022470 0,1715333 0,0689623 0,0195554 0,0131726 0,0088129 0,0068396 0,0064041 0,0030547 
-0,6039966 0,1704024 0,0682524 0,0191044 0,0129469 0,0088129 0,0077026 0,0091479 
-0,6046983 0,1700019 0,0680526 0,0191044 0,0131726 0,0100300 0,0111426 
-0.6048700 0,1700019 0,0682524 0,0195554 0,0148399 0,0144729 
Al--11 Node Interface 
.i:-
co 
-0,4697093 0,2008391 0,0795837 0,0283696 0,0193791 0,0130671 0,0097499 0,0075756 0,0061079 0,0050566 
0,0042791 0,0036886 0,0032324 0,0028769 0,0026011 0,0023934 0.0022496 0,0021827 0,0022039 0,0026336 
0,0039857 
-0,5555509 0,1668329 0,0674720 0,0201Ul¥ U,0138109 0,0089184 0,0065326 0,0049883 0,0039730 0,0032580 
0,0027381 0,0023493 0,0020540 0,0018289 0,0016604 0,0015423 0,0014807 0,0014810 0.0017531 0,0026336 
-0.5690201 0,1620386 0,0642007 0,0179004 0,0121723 0,0076494 0,0055139 0.0041496 0,0032686 0,0026570 
0,0022187 0,0018960 0,0016557 0,0014780 0,0013526 0,0012811 0,0012663 0,0014810 0.0022039 
-0,5707233 0,1608783 0,0634220 0,0173227 0,0117269 0,0072940 0,0052236 0,0039084 0,0030659 0,0024854 
0,0020736 0,0017744 0,0015569 0,0014034 0,0013116 0,0012811 0,0014807 0.0021827 
-0,5715127 0,1603496 0,0630309 0,0170223 0,0114881 0,0071003 0,0050641 0,0037761 0.0029560 0,0023951 
0,0020014 0,0017210 0,0015247 0,0014034 0,0013526 0.0015423 0.0022496 
-0,5718656 0,1600897 0,0628326 0,0168660 0,0113630 0,0069989 0,0049820 0,0037104 0,0029051 0,0023590 
0,0019816 0,0017210 0,0015569 0,0014780 0,0016604 0,0023934 
-0,5720557 0,1599457 0,0627204 0,0167776 0,0112930 0,0069441 0,0049406 0,0036819 0,0028897 0,0023590 
0,0020014 0,0017744 0,0016557 0,0018289 0,0026011 
-0,5721636 0,1598631 0,0626567 0,0167290 0,0112571 0,0069200 0,0049280 0,0036819 0,0029051 0,0023951 
0,0020736 0,0018960 0,0020540 0,0028769 
-0,5722254 0,1598171 0,0626236 0,0167071 0,0112461 0,0069200 0,0049406 0,0037104· 0,0029560 0.0024854 
0,0022187 0,0023493 0,0032324 
-0,5722576 0,1597964 0,0626134 0,0167071 0,0112571 0,0069441 0,0049820 0,0037761 0,0030659 0,0026570 
0,0027381 0,0036886 
-0,5722676 0,1597964 0,0626236 0,0167290 0,0112930 0,0069989 0,0050641 0,0039084 0,0032686 0,0032580 
0,0042791 
A2--21 Node Interface With Poisson Ratio of 0.2 
.$:'" 
\,!) 
-0,4975209 0,2124117 0,0847381 0,0299631 0,0201257 0,0136959 0,0101914 0.0079113 0,0063659 0,0052590 
0,0044394 0,0038163 0,0033337 0,0029567 0,0026626 0,0024387 0,0022801 0.0021971 0.0022043 0,0026160 
0,0039241 
-0,5881771 0,1762541 0,0719629 0,0213879 0,0142961 0,0093637 0,0068347 0,0052166 v.0041467 0,0033936 
0,0028450 0,0024343 0,0021214 0,0018821 0,0017017 0,0015731 0.0015007 0,0014923 0.0017557 0,0026160 
-0.6025963 0,1711623 0,0685466 0,0190671 0,0125731 0,0080301 0,0057659 0,0043383 0,0034106 0,0027669 
0,0023049 0,0019640 0.0017096 0,0015203 0,0013853 0,0013047 0,0012829 0,0014923 0,0022043 
-0,6043910 0,1699599 0,0677317 0,0184640 0,0121084 0,0076599 0,0054639 0,0040879 0,0032003 0,0025893 
0.0021549 0.0018387 0,0016077 0,0014437 0,0013421 0,0013047 0,0015007 0,0021971 
-0,6051956 0,1694159 0,0673303 0,0181557 0,0118639 0,0074617 0,0053011 0.0039530 0,0030887 0,00249 7 9 
0,0020821 0,0017850 0,0015760 0,0014437 0,0013853 0,0015731 0.0022801 
-0,6055621 0,1691464 0.0671246 0,0179940 0,0117343 0,0073570 0.0052164 0,0038853 0.0030364 0,0024607 
0.0020617 0.0017850 0.0016077 0.0015203 0.0017017 0.0024397 
-0,6057590 0,1689974 0,0670087 0,0179026 0,0116621 0,0073006 0,0051739 0,0038560 0.0030207 0,0024607 
0,0020821 0,0018387 0,0017096 0,0018821 0,0026626 
-0,6058706 0,1689120 0,0669429 0,0178524 0,0116251 0,0072757 0,0051609 0,0038560 0.0030364 0,0024979 
0,0021549 0,0019640 0,0021214 0,0029567 
-0,6059344 0,1688644 0,0669087 0,0178300 0,0116137 0,0072757 0,0051739 0,0038853 0,0030887 0,0025893 
0,0023049 0.0024343 0,0033337 
-0,6059677 0,1688431 0,0668981 0,0178300 0,0116251 0,0073006 0,0052164 0;0039530 0,0032003 0,0027669 
0,0028450 0,0038163 
-0,6059781 0,1688431 0,0669087 0,0178524 0,0116621 0,0073570 0,0053011 0,0040879 0,0034106 0,0033936 
0,0044394 
A3--21 Node Interface With Poisson Ratio of 0.3 
v, 
C) 
-0,4698703 0,2007350 0,0794986 0,0282869 0,0192956 0,0129801 0,0096576 0,00747~0 0,0059991 0,0049364 
0,0041450 0,0035370 0,0030586 0,0026749 0,0023619 0,0021033 0,0018871 0,0017049 0,0015501 0,0014181 
0,0013053 0,0012090 0,0011276 0,0010597 0,0010053 0.0009654 0,0009429 0,0009471 0,0009863 0,0012154 
0,0018839 
-0,5556184 0,1667774 0,0674180 0,0200473 0,0137540 0,0088581 0,0064676 0,0049173 0,0038944 0,0031704 
0,0026390 0,0022357 0,0019219 0,0016724 0,0014707 0,0013053 0,0011681 0,0010531 0,0009564 0,0008744 
0,0008053 0,0007470 0,0006987 0,0006600 0,0006314 0,0006146 0,0006154 0,0006391 0,0007857 0,0012154 
-0,5690657 0,1619941 0,0641559 0,0178536 0,0121226 0,0075957 0,0054551 0,0040849 0,0•)31963 0,0025753 
0,0021250 0,0017871 0,0015266 0,0013214 0,0011569 0,0010229 0,0009126 0,0008211 0,0007446 0,0006806 
0,0006271 0,0005831 0,0005479 0,0005216 0,0005054 0,0005041 0,0005217 0,0006391 0,0009863 
-0,5707666 0,1608344 0,0633763 0,0172741 0,0116746 0,0072367 0,0051603 0,0038379 0,0029860 0,002394C 
0,0019673 0,0016484 0,0014039 0,0012121 0,0010590 0.0009351 0,0008336 0,0007499 0,0006804 0,0006230 
0,0005760 0,0005383 0,0005100 0,0004921 0,0004889 0,0005041 0,0006154 0,0009471 
-0,5715571 0,1603033 0,0629817 0,0169691 0,0114303 0,0070363 0,0049926 0,0036951 0.0028631 0,0022873 
0,0018736 0,0015659 0,0013306 0,0011469 0,0010007 0,0008830 0,0007871 0,0007086 0,0006441 0,0005916 
0,0005497 0,0005181 0,0004974 0,0004921 0,0005054 0,0006146 0,0009429 
-0,5719137 0,1600384 0,0627771 0,0168056 0,0112961 0,0069241 0,0048974 0,0036134 0,0027924 0,0022254 
0,0018193 0,0015179 0,0012881 0,0011093 0,0009677 0,0008540 0,0007620 0,0006873 0,0006269 0,0005789 
0,0005424 0,0005181 0,0005100 0,0005216 0,0006314 0,0009654 
-0,5721103 0,1598869 0,0626560 0,0167064 0,0112134 0.0068541 0,0048374 0,0035617 0,0027473 0,0021860 
0,0017847 0,0014876 0,0012619 0,0010864 0.0009481 0,0008377 0,0007490 0,000677? 0,0006216 0,0005789 
0,0005497 0,0005383 0,0005479 0,0006600 0,0010053 
-0,5722271 0,1597936 0.0625799 0,0166430 0,0111599 0,0068084 0.0047981 0,0035277 0,0027179 0.0021604 
0,0017627 0,0014687 0,0012457 0,0010733 0,0009377 0,0008303 0,0007450 0,0006779 0,0006269 0,0005916 
0,0005760 0,0005831 0,0006987 0,0010597 
-0,5723013 0,1597331 0,0625296 0,0166007 0,0111240 0,0067779 0,0047719 0,0035051 0,0026984 0,0021440 
0,0017489 0,0014574 0,0012370 0,0010671 0.0009344 0,0008303 0,0007490 0,0006873 0,0006441 0,0006230 
0,0006271 0,0001470 0,0011276 
-0,5723506 0,1596924 0,0624956 0,0165720 0,0110996 0,0067570 0,0047543 0,0034903 0,0026863 0,0021341 
0,0017413 0,0014523 0,0012343 0,0010671 0,0009377 0,0008377 0,0007620 0,0007086 0,0006804 0,0006806 
0,0008053 0,0012090 
-0,5723840 0,1596646 0,0624723 0,0165524 0,0110831 0,0067433 0,0047430 0,0034813 0,0026794 0.0021294 
0,0017390 0,0014523 0,0012370 0,0010733 0,0009481 0,0008540 0,0007871 0,0007499 0,0007446 0,0008744 
0,0013053 
-0,5724070 0,1596454 0,0624564 0,0165393 0,0110726 0,0067350 0,0047367 0,0034771 0,0026773 0,0021294 
0,0017413 0,0014574 0,0012457 0,0010864 0,0009677 0,0008830 0,0008336 0,0008211 0,0009564 0,0014181 
-0,5724227 0,1596327 0,0624461 0,0165313 0,0110666 0,0067310 0,0047347 0,0034771 0,0026794 0,0021341 
0,0017489 0,0014687 0,0012619 0,0011093 0,0010007 0,0009351 0,0009126 0,0010531 0,0015501 
-0,5724327 0,1596249 0,0624404 0,0165276 0,0110647 0,0067310 0,0047367 0,0034813 0,0026863 0,0021440 
0,0017627 0,0014876 0,0012881 0,0011469 0,0010590 0,0010229 0,0011681 0,0017049 
-0,5724384 0,1596211 0,0624386 0,0165276 0,0110666 0,0067350 0,0047430 0,0034903 0.0026984 0.0021604 
0,0017847 0,0015179 0,0013306 0,0012121 0,0011569 0,0013053 0,0018871 
-0,5724403 0,1596211 0,0624404 0,0165313 0,0110726 0,0067433 0,0047543 0,0035051 0,0027179 0,0021860 
0,0018193 0,0015659 0,0014039 0,0013214 0,0014707 0,0021033 
A4--31 Node Interface With Poisson Ratio of 0.2 
V1 
-0,4976613 0,2123200 0,0846626 0,0298893 0,0200504 0,0136170 0,0101073 0,0078200 0,0062 56 0,0051477 
0,0043146 0,0036744 0,0031707 0,0027664 0,0024366 0,0021639 0,0019356 0,0017429 0,0015 90 0,001438' 
0,0013184 0,0012151 0,0011270 0,0010526 0,0009916 0,0009447 0,0009141 n,000007' 0,0009 43 0,0011356 
0,0017324 
-0,5882374 0,1762043 0,0719141 0,0213381 0,0142440 0,0093080 0,0067743 0,0051503 0.0040731 0,0033110 
0,0027513 0,0023264 0,0019957 0,0017327 0,0015200 0,0013453 0,0012003 0,0010737 0,0009760 0,0008889 
0,0008147 0,0007520 0,0006996 0,0006566 0,0006236 0,0006020 0,0005966 0,0006131 0,0007446 0,0011356 
-0,6026376 0,1711217 0,0685051 0,0190237 0,0125267 0,0079799 0,0057106 0.0042770 0,0033417 0,0026887 
0,0022150 0,0018593 0,0015850 0,0013689 0,0011954 0,0010543 0,0009379 0,0008410 0.000 7 600 0,0006919 
0,0006347 0,0005871 0,0005486 0,0005189 0,0004991 0,0004931 0,0005057 0,0006131 0,0009343 
-0.6044309 0,1699191 0,0676890 0,0184184 0,0120589 0.0076054 0.0054034 0,0040200 0.0031234 0,0025010 
0,0020517 0,0017161 0,0014587 0.0012566 0,0010953 0,0009646 0,0008573 0,0007687 0,0006950 0,0006337 
0,0005831 0,0005423 0,0005109 0,0004896 0,0004823 0,0004931 0,0005966 0.000907: 
-0,6052371 0,1693721 0,0672836 0.0181051 0.0118083 0.0074000 0,0052319 0,0038743 0,0029983 0,0023923 
0.0019567 0,0016324 0,0013846 0,0011909 0,0010367 0,0009123 0,0008109 0,0007276 0,0006590 0.0006027 
0,0005574 0,0005226 0,0004989 0.0004896 0.0004991 0,0006020 0,0009141 
-0,6056080 0,1690973 0,0670713 0,0179356 0,0116694 0,0072841 0,0051337 0,0037901 0.0029254 0,0023287 
0,0019010 0,0015834 0.0013413 0,0011527 0,0010031 0,0008830 0,0007854 0,0001061 0.0006416 0,0005900 
0.0005501 0,0005226 0,0005109 0,0005189 0,0006236 0,0009447 
-0,6058116 0,1689404 0,0669460 0.0178331 0,0115840 0,0072120 0,0050720 0,0037370 0,0028791 0,0022884 
0,0018657 0,0015526 0,0013144 0,0011294 0,0009833 0,0008664 0,0007724 0.0006966 0.0006363 0,0005900 
0,0005574 0,0005423 0.0005486 0,0006566 0,0009916 
-0,6059324 0,1688440 0,0668674 0,0177677 0,0115290 0,0071650 J,0050316 u,0037021 0,0023490 0,0022623 
0,0018433 0.0015333 0,0012981 0,0011160 0,0009727 0,0008590 0,0007683 0,0006966 0,0006416 0,0006027 
0,0005831 0,0005871 0,0006996 0,0010526 
-0,6060091 0,1687816 0,0668156 0,0177241 0,0114920 0,0071336 0,0050046 0,0036790 0,0028293 0,0022456 
0,0018291 0,0015219 0,0012893 0.0011099 0,0009694 0,0008590 0,0007724 0,0007061 0.0006590 0.0006337 
0,0006347 0,0007520 0.0011270 
-0,6060599 0,1687397 0,0667806 0,017694" 0,0114670 0,0071123 0,0049866 0,0036639 0,0028167 0,0022354 
0,0018214 0,0015166 0,0012866 0,0011099 0,0009727 0,0008664 0,0007854 0,0007270 0,0006950 0.0006919 
0,0008147 0,0012151 
-0,6060943 0,1687110 0,0667566 0,0176746 0,0114501 0,0070981 0,0049751 0,0036547 0,0028097 0,0022307 
0,0018190 0,0015166 0,0012893 0,0011160 0,0009833 0,0008830 0,0008109 0,0007687 0,0007600 0,0008889 
0,0013184 
-0,6061180 0,1686914 0,0667403 0,0176611 0,0114393 0,0070896 0,0049687 0,0036503 0,0028076 0.0022307 
0,0018214 0,0015219 0.0012981 0,0011294 0,0010031 0,0009123 0,0008573 0,0008410 0,0009760 0,0014387 
-0,6061340 0,1686783 0,0667299 0,0176529 0,0114331 0,0070856 0,0049666 0,0036503 0.0028097 0,0022354 
0,0018291 0,0015333 0,0013144 0,0011527 0,0010367 0,0009646 0,0009379 0.0010787 0,0015790 
-0,6061444 0,1686703 0,0667240 0,0176490 0,0114311 0,0070856 0,0049687 0,0036547 0.0028[67 0,0022456 
0,0018433 0,0015526 0,0013413 0,0011909 0,0010953 0,0010543 0,0012003 0,0017420 
-0,6061503 0,1686664 0,0667220 0,0176490 0,0114331 0,0070896 0,0049751 0,003663Y 0,0028293 0,0022623 
0.0018657 0,0015834 0,0013846 0,0012566 0,0011954 0,0013453 0,0019356 
-0.6061521 0,1686664 0.0667240 0,0176529 0,0114393 0,0070981 0,0049866 0,0036790 0,0028490 0,0022884 
0.0019010 0,0016324 0,0014587 0,0013689 0,0015200 0,0021639 
A5--3l Node Interface With Poisson Ratio of 0.3 
v, 
"' 
-0,4699266 0,2007033 0,0794759 0,0282667 0,0192767 0,0129616 0,0096386 0,0074566 0,0059786 0,0049147 
0,0041216 0,0035117 0,0030314 0,0026451 0,0023294 0,0020676 0.0018477 0,0016611 0,0015013 0.0013631 
0,0012430 0,0011379 0,0010451 0.0009633 0,0008906 0,0008257 0,0007679 0,0007160 0,0006696 0,0006:81 
0,0005913 0.0005587 0.0005303 0,0005061 0,0004867 0,0004729 0,0004663 0,0004721 0,0004944 0,0006114 
0,0009486 
-0,5556373 0,1667634 0,0674053 0,0200351 0,0137419 0,0088457 0,0064547 0,004903:' 0,0038801 0,0031550 
0,0026224 0.0022179 0,0019026 0,0016513 0,0014476 0,0012797 0,0011397 0,0010214 0,0009207 0.0008341 
0,0007591 0,0006939 0,0006366 0.0005860 0,0005413 0,0005017 0,0004664 0,0004351 0,0004071 0,0003826 
0.0003609 0,0003420 0,0003260 0,0003131 0,0003041 0,0002997 0,0003034 0,0003180 0,0003936 0,0006114 
-0,5690767 0,1619839 0,0641459 0,0178436 0,0121123 0,0075851 0,0054440 0,0040730 0,0031836 0,0025617 
0,0021104 0,0017711 0,0015093 0,0013024 0,0011359 0.0009997 0,0008869 0,0007021 0,0007119 0,0006431 
0,0005840 0,0005327 0.0004879 0,0004486 0,0004140 0,0003836 0,0003566 0,0003327 0,0003117 0,0002933 
0,0002774 0,0002640 0,0002533 0.0002457 0,00024:0 0,0002450 0,0002566 0,000318~ 0,0004944 
-0,5707763 0,1608250 0,0633669 0,0172644 0,0116643 0,0072260 0,0051489 0,0038256 0,0029729 0,0023799 
0.0019519 0,0016317 0,0013856 0,0011920 0,0010369 0,0009103 0,0008059 0.0007184 0,0006446 0,0005817 
0,0005276 0,0004809 0,0004401 0,0004046 0,0003733 0,0003460 0,0003219 0,0003007 0,000~823 0,0002666 
0,0002533 0,0002426 0,0002350 0,0002313 0,0002339 0,0002450 0.0003034 0,0004721 
-0,5715664 0,1602939 0,0629719 0,0169590 0,0114196 0,0070249 0.0049804 0,0036821 (,0028491 0.00~2720 
0.0018570 0,0015476 0,0013106 0,0011247 0,0009761 0,0008554 0,0007559 0,0006730 '•,0006030 U,0005436 
0.0004927 0.0004497 0.0004106 0.0003774 0.0003494 0.0003231 0.0003011 o.0002s20 0.0002656 0.000:517 
0,0002407 0,0002329 0.000:299 0,0002313 0,0002420 0.0002997 0,0004663 
-0,5719234 0,1600284 0,0627667 0,0167946 0,0112844 0,0069117 0,0048840 0,0035991 0.0027769 0,0022084 · 
0,0018007 0,0014974 0,0012656 0,0010841 0,0009396 0,0008221 0,0007257 0,0006454 0,0005779 0,0000206 
0,0004717 0,0004296 0,0003931 0.0003616 0,0003341 0,0003103 0,0002897 0,0002721 0,0002574 0,0002457 
0,0002373 0,0002329 0,0002350 0,0002457 0,0003041 0,0004729 
-0,5721206 0,1598760 0,0626446 0,0166943 0,0112006 0,0068403 0,0048226 0,0035456 0,0027297 0,0021667 
0,0017636 0.0014643 0,0012357 0,0010573 0.0009151 0,0008000 D,0007056 0.0006271 0,000~61! 0.0005056 
0,0004580 0,0004171 0,0003820 0,0003517 0,0003256 0,0003030 0,0002839 0,0002679 0,0002550 0,000?457 
0,0002407 0,0002426 0,0002533 0,0003131 0,0004867 
-0,5722384 0,1597817 0,0625671 0,0166296 0,0111454 0,0067929 0,0047811 0.0035093 0,0026977 0,0021383 
0,0017381 0,0014414 0,0012151 0.0010387 0,0008983 0,000784• 0,0006919 0,0006147 0,0005500 0,0004954 
0,0004490 0,0004093 0.0003751 0,0003460 0,0003209 0,0002997 0,0002820 0.0002679 0,000~574 0,000251' 
0,0002533 0.0002640 0,0003260 0,0005061 
-0,5723140 0,1597197 0,0625154 0,0165854 0:0111076 0,0067599 0,0047523 0,0034837 0,0026750 0,0021181 
0,0017201 0,0014251 0,0012006 0.0010256 0,0008864 0.0007741 0.0006823 0,0006061 0,0005426 0.0004889 
0,0004433 0,0004046 0,0003714 0,0003433 0,0003194 0,0002997 0,0002839 0,0002721 0,0002656 0,0002666 
0,0002774 0,0003420 0,0005303 
-0,5723647 0,1596773 0,0624793 0,0165544 0,0110806 0,0067363 0,0047316 0.0034654 0,0026587 0,0021034 
0,0017070 0,0014134 0,0011900 0,0010161 0,0008781 0.0007667 0.0006757 0,0006004 0.0005376 0,0004849 
0,0004401 0,0004023 0,0003703 0,0003433 0,0003209 0,0003030 0,0002897 0,0002820 0,0002823 0,0002933 
0,0003609 0,0005587 
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81--11 Node Interface 
POISSON'S RATIO= +3 
SUH FACTOR 
-0,84094501E-01 0,27459428E 01 
-0,49980605E-01 0,16320197E 01 
-0,36970101E-Ol 0,12071869E 01 
-0.33160296E-01 0,10827851E 01 
-0,31189200E-01 0,10184228E 01 
-0,30625001E-Oi O,lOOOOOOOE 01 
* 82--11 Node Interface 
POISSON'S RATIO= ,2 
SUH FACTOR 
-0,67653701E-01 0,37945027E 01 
-0,39302405E-01 0,22043596E 01 
·-0, 28219701[-01 0.15827624E 01 
-0,24451503E-01 0.13714149E 01 
···0,219751.96E-01 O, 123252~i9E O 1 
-·0,20417603E-01 0,11451650£ 01 
... 0 ,, 19358295[-01 O, l.0857515E 01 
··0, 1864199t,E-01 0,10455763E 01 
-0,1Hl77000E-01 0.10194960E 01 
-0,17914302E-01 0, 10()47620E 01 
--0, l ?B2~?398E-O 1 0.10000000E 01 
v, 
t. 83--21 Node Interface 00 
POISSON'S RATIO= .3 
SUM FACTOR 
--0. 73989805E-O 1 0+38009180[ 01 
-· 0, 42986803E-01 0.22082680[ 01 
--(i.30774900[-01 0,15809323[ 01 
--0, 26647799E-Ol 0,13689197E 01 
-·O. 23~B 1994E-O 1 0,12319750[ 01 
- ·(i, 2 :>2B~i? OOE - •) 1 0.11448093E 01 
--0 + 2113230]E-01 0,10855841[ 01 
.. 0. 20/~i2098E --01 0,10455043E 01 
-r), 1 ?B44B9'/E··Ol 0,10194489E 01 
-o . .I <i'.,!:8101 [--01 0,10047673[ 01 
-- \• , j S' 4 •) () :H) 8 [ -· (l 1 0 .!OOOOOOOE 01 
/, 84--21 Node Interface f 




--0 ,, 26221099E-01 
--(), 22508696£-01 
-0,2001279BE-01 








·· •.:. l 4045B94F··01 
··0,13957194E-01 


















85--31 Node Interface .. 













·-0, 158:57301 E-01 
--0, l 5592595E-O 1 
· :J, 1.~i424595E-01 
-(), 153276<n[-()1 


















86--31 Node Interface 
u, 
\J) 
POISSON'S RATIO= ,2 
SUM FACTOR 
· ,) , .::, i i 4 :.• El 9 8 E · 0 1 0.52352692E 01 
·O, .3"5729698[·-01 0.30098297E 01 
·Ci. ;,• ... ,:;001)02E-01 0,21312438E 01 
r;,, ~:'. l 626'/0lE-Ol 0.18~!18259E 01 
•,, , J '?' l 4 0 8 0 3 E ·· cq ,l,l6l23998E 01 
!) ~: '/ 4 H fJ O ? C ~~ - 0 j 0+14732535£ 01 
··O, l,S276998E-Ol 0,13711561£ 01 
<• , .! ':'-'. ~j 5 ~· 9 H L ·· i) ] 0+12935720E 01 
, 14i,32699E-01 0,12326422E 01 
P, .i.,!,O~f3')o:~t ·\1:i 0,11838850E 01 
o, t '.~;GF?OH··Ol (),1.l441915E 01 
•.' I ;J 1))~10:'.•! · 01 0,11117427E 01 
1 ; · : ; : H I 1-n ! 1 3 t- ·- () 1 fl. l08493B1E 01 
O I:: t• !. (t'-:"_, ut'· 0 :! (',106:rnt02E 01 
( I ,. ! ,··'. .:.:. O~.i/1 ()0 i·, ·--() :l 0,10450338E O:l 
: '.' · HOJ/E · J1 '.:l.l030578t.E 01 
. • j · \ .• i I}',' fl~) '_J,) 1: ' () 1 C•, 10191721[ 01 
<) 1 '.:' 1:= .\ '.·. ? r~ ::: ... ,J 1 ,),i0106053E 01 
•) . ·: ·1 •;: ;:, ~. ;':_:02 F. · i) :! O., 10046162E 01 
l ! · : _;J ·L~1 (1 ::' E ·· (1 ;_ 0.10011371E 01 
i : :.: / ! •'i O lf .. 0 1 0, l 0000()00[ 01 
B?--41 Node Interface 
POISSON'S RATIO= ,3 
SUM FACTOR 
-0, 6868~i503E-·O 1 0. 5241367BE 01 
-,:, , 39Lf92804E-01 0+30136827E 01 
·· 0, ~'iB8219BE-01 0,2l276812E 01 
··0,23817701E-01 0,18l75208E 01 
-·(L 21110598E-Ol O,l6109427E 01 
- c, • 19 2 9 1699E·-01 0.14721431[ 01 
--,:, .!:J 9~i9f.02E -01 o.n104912E 01 
(',, l (, 1.,'-4 4 000[ -0 l 0,12929910£ 01 
· 0 , U, i 4 8 '.2 s· 6 E ·- 0 .l 0, tn22711E 01 
··· O . :i '.;, ~\ l 1) 4 0 l E - () l 0,11835935£ 01 
···· ,.:, , l ,i 1' ~- I 9 0 :, E - 0 l 0, ll 440270E 01 
·· (1, H:16-';4?9E .. ,.)'[ O+ll.115647E 01 
O. l4~:UJ10l::··Ol. 0,10848259E 01 
· 0 .. ': ,\ ..:/::~, :·~ {,' 9 ,;:.l·> · <'i :I. 0,10629173£ 01 
· c , : :~ 6 ,:u:i 2 9 n· ·- 0 1 0,10450073E 01 
n I i'.'i•):'i09BE ·-01 O,l.0305695E 01 
-1), l n56.Vi3E··Ol O.:L0192J.50E 01 
·) · . :. '.(4'.i'i?t -()1 O,lO:LOfi909E 01 
· C, I :i:: i,o601F-01 <L 10047389E 01 
,:·. :/I 19H97E-·01 r), 1.001 l 750E 01 
·, , • 1 _;; l ,') 4 ~· (l () F ... ,) :l 0. l •:100QOOOE O 1 
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POISSON'S RATIO= ,1 
SUM 
-,.) • :iH260l05E-01 
·O, 32858204E-01 . 
c,, n354205E-o 1 
·- (), l SiB '?97i)3E-O 1 
-(). 11:il :5498[··01 
·(), 1snq?OOE-Ot 
-0.14Tll.599E-01 
· f• , I. :1 f;}? l ~· 6 f·: -· {) :l 
- () , :i 3 1 5 6 0 9 6 [ - 0 l 
- ,:) .. l:~·i70?94E-·01. 
-O. l.2i):3419SE-01 
· ,i;. i.U./J501E-Ol 
-iJ .1 l:L'.:T301E-Ol. 
'), .l l.0~:1498[-01 
·!J, !(1/60l 9~iE·-01 
· • .. i : .·, '. .i :s 1 7 9 ;1 E ·- 0 :l 
(,, ll)3:1.1997E-Ol 
· ,: , , l. 0 l ~~ 7 1 01 E ··· () 1 
\.., l C10•::>3600E-01 
··(1. ':'';;,'·,d~·'?~-~·[--02 
· 0 ·· '7'7~1 U?HOE-02 
.. ·•r.<1859B1F·-o:~ 
- (i •. '! :) {! o 1 o on: ... o 2 
1 :, ·;,1F;;\~iOJ lE-.. 02 
, .i • 1i' 4 :i (,• <'1 ~,? 3 F ·• 0 2 
•., , :n .: .. ·, .:) i) 1 7 E -· 0 2 
(,, ,:;·::\'.'.'t.:09!':,7[-02 
o, ·;o-;,9( .. '.;(iiJ7E ·02 
· 1, . '.: '.! 6 '/ 4 (: 4 6 F-0 ;) 
·, ·l:!5/'.·:()06E··02 
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()'\ 
0 
POISSON'S RATIO: .2 
f:;lJM 




i). t ~:-~ i:,/'":)O~S[ · 0 l 
··(;, 1t.t;(138991:.-01. 
· •.:• • ~. · ·, / l 9 ")• (i' F ·· 0 1 
· ·1, 14,•}.;t,·:1.1:--01 
; . : ·:. :--·: \ D r.·, i:, :-· E ~ 0 J 
! :; ~~d 3?i1L ·O l. 
, · , .,.;-:,:; '-:·(j·r ·) 1 
·/o·.11C•£:.[ ·01 
r , 1 :: '. . ;, :,. • s i: · ·· o t 
1: ! ·. ; i ,' .~ ] t~ (, :·) [ "(1 l 
I.!.: l::·,.)•':;;:;f ··0:1 
, , = 1 .. (, ·1 .'.1 1> ·, r: ·· o 1 
. L '.·: ' : l ; · 0 :,r. · () :1 
· , l ·.·· : (:· i, :1 ·=: 4 [ .. O:'.> l 
Ii '. (1 .:, 4 .:; {, () 1 F ... 0 l 
i; ·;,,)'. [;';';-. t . ·) !. 
'., 1 .. ':'.):j,)::,C,[·01 
i' : {1 ·.1 ':/ c, :i t:. ... <) 1 
t 1 1 ('i ,~_, -.-., .~ (1 1) 0 F - 0 1 
'~' ·~ ·:. '.'.·· ) ; {":< .. ' (1 \'. 0 :: 
··:-.-·· .. > ~- .~ ·~.;r· -·· o :·· 
;,\s·r:?t~ -~ o-:? 
L ';o:::·•/S()13l -((' 
} ,:_, ;/ ,) '·:"::: 9 ,:~ · 0 :, 
.1 f, ; i\ 'i i (! I · ·· () ::· 
. .. ,.: /')'/')1:: ·t)::' 




0, 2:L>i2689E 01 
(J, ?l4f/:3(\16E 01 
(l, 18944 P,9E 01 
0, 17237235E 01 
r;,. l '~i9 /356 7E O 1 
0.15001224[ 01 
(1, :.,:126242E 01 
O,B593121E 01 
() .. 13067304[ 01 




0, 11.387602[ 01 
0,11172062E 01 
0. ·~ 0982590E O 1 
0,1.0816523E 01 
,:i,10671163[ 01 
0, 10'.i43047E 01 
0, lCH32l61E 01 
0,10336454[ 01 
(I, 10253572[ 01 
(, , l O 18 4 0 2 ~i E O 1 
0, l 0126576E 01 
0,10080726[ 01 
0, :L·;;,044616E 01 
O. Jii019379E 01 
0 .; i 0004303[ 01 
0,lOOOOOOOE Ol 
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POISSON'S RATIO= ,3 
~.LJ1"1 
·· ,., , Sl:i:l n407E·-01 
·(•, 38989005[-01 
· •,i , ;~:' 3 fJ O 7 0 0 E -· 01 
(•, ~3:~·4598E-OJ 
·• .. •. 205.5140lF·-01 
· ·,: , i fl ·7 1 .'. :; 0 4 E ·· <) I. 
• l ? ~' 4 :? 'l O ) E - 0 1 
, U:,:;:HHtl03t···01 
·· , :l;:,ti4'i19~T-·01. 
, . , ,;n,;::wtf.,F-1:<1 
, · , .i.'i 1 ~· :! I ';< 'i' f ··· 0 l 
•. · ... i ~: / 1 (! :,i';"i E - 01 
,· . 1 :, 2ii'9201 E ·· 01 
,:, .. : j';l~f:i(l9f3[ ··() I. 
t i 26,~7;'?7E ··Ol 
, • I : V;;·;•(,.l._ff-0:l 
'). ;,11.)'.)Vi'5[··01 
,j. i 192't7i)0[-01 
·: ?:t·_1{9BF··•.il 
( · . .I ~ '.; ? C.1 :; 9 8 E - 0 l 
, l.; .:.1}2:~9'.:,E ··01 
U , I 1 :;, .:-; 1 '; 0 1.E - 0 1 
I i :_:·'..1;' //1,F ·· 0 :i 
,,, 11;37497[-01 
:. J C <'., .i. 7 0 2 E · 0 1 
,,, :_,;,:1'1"i,rn1E:-01 
;, IO'i'..::f;{,·;'6[M··01 
! 1 • :I iJ(/()97011: ··01 
i(,~;W:/OOL. 01 
' 1. l/ t: (.;, l'f "} () 2 r-: .. c, l 

































811-61 Node Interface 
POISSON'S RATIO~ ,q 
SUl"i 
u ,G:H0'.5101E-01 
· C;, ,~ 716:'201E-Ol 
<1 , B:568205E-·0:1. 
(,, '.iE:4f)4597E-Ol 
,) , :, '.'1 ;:_, 5 i. (JO 1 E •· o 1 
,) • ::· : 1? iJ.f? () :i~: ·-0 l 
···,;;, ;n :~32'i00E-O l 
,:, • :'004~'/0~::E-O 1 
·O, 1.'./l.):2'.:.i4't9E···Ol 
• !. ::; l i3 7 4 0 2 E · 0 1 
,.,, , ·1 / 4f:i5'002F ··OJ 
,:, . i U: 9 9 t, 9 7 E ·· 0 l 
o ',d'i'.'i~,o:?;F.-··01 
···!. '.\961'.-'0:lE-01 
· ·), 1 ~;5:3.3902E-O 1 
.) , 1. ~; :: i::, 4 9? 8 E ·• 0 1 
c,, l .~ ~· .~. 6 .t, 9 6F ·· 01 
')., ':'/1??02[·01 
1, 1. 4A912?7E··Ol 
i) : l2%098E··Ol. 
·t, ·1 i: l'./:.:,'.iOOE 01 
i1. l .~'i'76~·i97F.··Ol 
1•.; ',C·i7C,95F··Ol 
,.,. [:\/:\b195F··Ol 
1.,, i M,<'c.'i4E··Ol 
•·, J ;-.~;h4B9BE· 01 
!) ,. i~~~i024001.·-01 
:.! , .i 3 4 '.:, 4 t, 9 'i' F - 0 l 
-r; J '54'.:'(i/94E-Ol 
•I. i : • !)()"ii;l~iE --) l 












0, 1 :3056949E Cil 
,),l~!6l69tl5E 01 
0,12240~64E 01 
0.1l~1 16322E 01 
0,11634638E 01 




0, 106731B9E O:l 
0,10~,4~j823E •)1 
0,10434655E Ol 
O, l 03379'72E 01 
0, 1025'.:il/6E 01 
0, H118~i370E 01 
0 • .lO 127289[ 01 
0,10080629[ 01 
0, l0(145166E 01 
0,10019703[ 01 
0, .! 0004922E O 1 
O, l OO()O(iOOE OJ. 
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APPENDIX C 
CENTERLINE ROWS FOR 61 NODE INTERFACE 
62 
-·0,56404965E 00 0.16103446[ 00 0.58458386[-01 o.15996674E-01 0,10742534E-01 0.64344953E-02 o.45185527E-02 
0,32922967E-02 0,25169003E-02 0,19836183E-02 0.16040107E-02 0.13236628E-02 0,11109951E-02 0.94591898E-03 
0,815345B4E--03 0,71041205[-03 0,62495845[-03 o.55460253[-03 o.49616803E-03 0.44732110E-03 o.40633504E-03 
0,37193824E-03 0,34321996E-03 0,31958583E-03 0,30075588E-03 0.28688510E-03 0,27863818E-03 0,27888179E-03 
0,28978657[-03 0.35464108E-03 0,55824179E-03 
Center] ine Row--Poisson's Ratio of 0. 1 
·-0.57252066£ 00 0.15954030E 00 0,62357947E-01 0,16446164E-01 0.10983349E-01 0.66485856E-02 0,46520390E-02 
0,33930236E-02 0,25926504E-02 0.20430340E-02 0,16515721E-02 0.13625006E-02 0.11431951E-02 0.97295993[-03 
0,83829574[··03 0,73006310E-03 0,64190983[-03 o.56931557E-03 0.50900340E-03 0.45856463[-03 o.41621600E-03 
0,38064253E-03 0.35090003£-03 0,32636774E-03 0.30674670E-03 0,29217100E-03 0,28332206E-03 0,28294496[-03 
0,i9331201E-·03 0,36050987E-03 0,55861670E-03 
Centerline Row--Poisson's Ratio of 0.2 
-0,60623068[ 00 0.16858737E 00 0,66643267E-01 0,17569504E-01 0.11351780E-01 0.70051563E-02 0.48860573E-02 
0.3S685006E-02 0.27253194£-02 0,21468363E-02 0.17344057E-02 0.14297923E-02 0.11986187E-02 0.10191242E-02 
0,87709209[-03 0.76289592E-03 0,66984123E-03 0,59316168E-03 0.52939954E-03 0.47601031E-03 0.43110663[-03 
o.39129166E-03 0,36155490E-03 o.33521916£-03 o.31393544E-03 o.29777816E-03 0,28739340E-03 o.28519216E-03 
0. 293%81 4F ·· 1·13 0, 35925670[-03 0, 5~.i::>14670£-03 
Centerline Row--Poisson's Ratio of 0.3 
-0,70393959E 00 0.20941784E 00 0,68819424E-01 0.19880224E-01 0.11798353E-01 0,74582253E-02 0.52106690E-02 
0,38194684E-02 0,29176806[-02 0,22973648£-02 0.18537494£-02 0,15255991E-02 0,12762382E-02 0,10824183E-02 
0,92889l24E-0J 0,80531280E-03 0,70447465[-03 0,62123506E-03 0.55185527E-03 0.49357517E-03 0,44433658E-03 
0,40260161E-03 0,36723604E-03 0,33744333E-03 0,31274534£-03 0.29303844[-03 0,27873184[-03 0.27150266E-03 
0 . ,'. 1 ~ ~· :! ') :~. ?, [ - (1 3 0 , 3 2 3 '..'i 4 l 2 7 E · · 0 3 0 , ~i O 4 l 7 f: 1 6 E. - 0 3 
Centerline Row--Poisson's Ratio of 0.4 (j'. I.,.) 
APPENDIX D 
21 NODE BEAM ON FOUNDATION WITH POISSON'S RATIO 
OF 0.3 AND MODULUS OF ELASTICITY 






























CENTER LINE IOI.I ft£1HOD 
POlSSOf1'S IIIITlO • .J 
~DCIIISE l 
r t t t rr t t J 
2 6 8 
2 4 6 8 
1111 12 14 
NODES 
CEJtTU L It€ ltOW ICTHOD 
POISSON'S ltAUO • .J 
1.0IID CM( 1 
16 
SOLID \.INC• F',£,11. l'IETMOD 
~ LINE • #"HOXIMT£ N:THOI 























C[NTU LINE ROW M:THOD 
POISSON'S ltATlO • ,J 
lOflD CME 1 
SOUD LUC: • f .[.". l'ICTHOD 
DASH UNE • IIPPROXIMTE N:THOD 
·..................... ,, .. , .. ," ... 
' / ................... ..,, .. , .. ' 
', ,.,/ 
-----.....___________ ----------------
·2.521 I-~~~~~~~~ ....... ~~~~~~~~~~~~~:-:-~~ 

















0 2 6 8 
NODES 
CENTER LINE ROU PIETMOD 
POISSON'$ 11111110 • .J 
LOIJID CASE 1 
SOLJD UNE • F'.[.11. 1'£TMOD 
DASH UNE • IIPf'IOXlMTt l'ET'HOD 
1111 12 14 16 
NODES 



































CEHTEA LINE ROlol l'IETWOD 
P015SOt1'S ltflTlO • .J 
LOAD CASE i! 
t 
18 12 14 
NODES 
CENTH \.lNE ROW MTMOD 
,OISSON'S ltflllO • . 3 
LOIIID CM£ i! 
16 
SOUi LINE • F" ,[.11. M.THOD 
OflSH Lii€ • M'PIOlClMTt N:TitOD 
10 12 14 16 
NODES 
18 20 22 



















· I. 206 







CEHTU \.lNE ROW MlltOD 
POISSON'S Rl'IITlO • ,l 
LOAD CA$£ 2 
SOLID \.INC • f.[,fl. 1'1£THOD 
~ LJl'IC • filll'P"ttOXIMT( fllETHOD 
'-------,""----,, ______ '·--. .. .. ,.,. .. // .. // 
/ 













e 2 6 B 
NODES 
C£NTIJt LIN( l'fOlil l'l:TMOD 
,OISSOM'S RATJO • .3 
LOAD CME I 
SOLID Lii€ • f ,[,II. 1"1:TMOD 
IWISH LJNC • #IPf'ttOXll'IIIITt l"l:TMOI 
10 12 14 16 
NODES 
18 20 22 
CJ'\ 
CJ'\ 
2. T .2 
COfT[R LINE ROl,I MTHOO 0. 
f 
CENT(R LINE AOt.l l'IET"°D 
1.5 t POISSON'S R•no • ,3 ,OJSSON'S IATJO • .J LOIIID CASE J LOAD C#ISE J 
. ,2 
tollD LINE • f .C.ll. l'l(THOD 
D DIIStt lll'IE • #"f"IOXJ!'IIIIT[ l"ETHOD 
I. t I . ·• s 





.5 t c .. 8 
E 
L ~ . I. . 2 0. 
N 
D T · 1.2 
s 
.. 5 . t.• 
I . t. 6 
. t. t ii 
: • t.8 
. 1.5 ·2 • 
·2.2 
·2. ·2 .• 
0 2 • 6 8 10 12 1• 16 18 20 22 e 2 • 6 8 10 12 1• 16 18 20 22 
NODES NODES 
80 I 10 
60 t CE,.TU LIME ROU l"ETHOD 9 
1 
C(NT(Jt LINE ROW l"ETHOD HllSSON'S llbllTIO • .J 
NIUS011'S llATtO • .J LOIIID CAS£ 3 
UHID CME J 
I 
SOUi LINE • F .(.II. M'TNOD 
SOLID LINE • f .[.II. !'ETitOD ,0 M5l'I LINE • "'"'"9:0IUIWITt. lt(THOQ 6 DIIISM LUE • lllf'f'ttOXJMTt l'IETMOD 
20 
H ii 
0 s 2 
H H 
E ·20 ~ ll N 
T R 



















· I. s 
·2. 
















II 2 • 
CEtf'TU lll'I[ ltOW JIIETHOD 
POISSON'S MTIO • ,l 




18 12 1 • 
NODES 
C[NT[I LIN( IOW IICll-lOD 
POlSSOl't'S IATlO • ,J 
Lo,i,D CIIIS[ 4 
16 
SOLID Lii'£ • f ,[,II. l'!CTHOD 
DfrlSN Lttll • H"t'ttO)IIMTE ..CTMOO 
IB 12 14 16 
NCIDCS 
18 21! 22 
18 2B 22 
- .eqe 
. ·q•e 
O · ,qq9 
I 
s 
P · 1.1148 
L 
A 
~ · I.B'lB 
11 




I · 1.248 
e 
B 

















ClNTD LltlE ROI.I MTHOD 
POISSON'S ""TIO • .J 
LMD CAS[ <I 
Sot.ID LINC • f ,[."· N:THOD 
IA5H LIN( • ,...,.OltlMTC MTHOD 
· ... , .... ,.... .,.,.,,.,.,,,,. 
2 







Ill 12 14 16 
NODES 
C[NTU LINC ttow l'ICTMOD 
f'OISSOtl'S R#tiTlO • .J 
LOM C..S[ 4 
SOl.lD Lii€ • f .[ .... 1'11:T..OD 
IW'SH LINE: • #IIPPROIIIMT( 1'£TMOD 








2. T .2 
CENTER LIHl ROl.i MTWOD 0. 
I 
C(NTCJt llNE Jt0W ,-;fMOD 
1.5 t P'OlSSON•S Ro\TlO • ,J POISSON'S H1TJO • .J LOIIID CASE S lCh11D CIIISC S 
.. 2 
SOLID LlttE • f.[.ft. l'LTHOD 
0 ~SH UNE • """°>lll"ll'ITE l'IETHOD 
I. t 
J r r r r l 
I .• 4 
s 




c .. 8 ,_.. 
E 
l. 2 · I. g Ii). 
N 
D T · I. 2 
s 
.. 5 x · I. 4 
I · I. 6 
· I. t II 










CENTER tll'I[ 10\il 111:lltOD 3. 
f 
CC11l[R LINC ROY l'IETtoOD 
21il POISSON' 5 ltllt.TIO • , l POISSON'S Rll'T10 • .J 
I.OM (IIS( s 
2.5 
l..OIID CIIIS( S 
SOLID \.11€ • f .[.Pl, l"l(THOD SOllD LINE • F .£.ft. l'LTMOD 
t 






0 · 111 ~ .5 11 
E A 
N R II. 
T ·20 
s s .. 5 
·30 
·1. 









31 NODE BEAM ON FOUNDATION WITH POISSON'S RATIO 
OF 0.3 AND MODULUS OF ELASTICITY 
EQUAL TO 7000 PSI 
70 
2. I ·2.516 
CENTER LU€ ltOM 1'ETHOD 
·2.416 l CCNTOI LINE ROW N:TMOD 
1.5 t ,01s~·s 1Mno •. 1 NtSSON'S RIITIO • .3 LOI\D CME l LOAO C"51: 1 
·2.516 
toLII llfE • F' .(.ft. Pl:THOD 
~ ·2.616 
DMH 1.11'€ • ~JMTt ~ 





~ C ·2.816 ',, E ', L 
~ -2,q16 ', 
'................. .. ....... ,/" g ll. 
H , 
D T -5.1116 ' / ......... , .... 
s .................... .,., ......... 
.• 5 X -3.116 
......... -- ......... _ ... ---------------__ ........... -............ 
1 ·5.216 





ll 2 4 6 8 Ill 12 14 16 18 21l 22 24 26 28 511 52 ll 2 4 6 8 Ill 12 14 16 18 2il 22 24 26 28 311 32 
NODES HODES 
61l T 3.5 
CfJff'CI t.lK 11tOU MTHOD 5. 
f 
CENTO LJNE ROI.I PIETHOD 
41l t ,01SSOH'S IMTIO • .3 l'01SSON'S ltlilTIO • .] L°"D Cd: 1 
2.5 
LOIIID OIIS( l 
10\.ID LINE: • f .[.Pl. l'l(THOD 501.tD LINE • f.(,ft. IIETMOO 
JHIISH LUC • lll"f'ttOMJMTt l'ltTHOO J>lltSH Lll'IC • ollfl'PtOlClMTE N:TttOD 
21l 2. 
I. 5 
II I. t1 s D 
t1 ~ .5 
E ·21l 
A H R II. T s s 














C£NTCR LlHC ROU flET~O ·• 4538 f C[NTCR LINC RCM.I l'l[THOD 
1. 5 
l"OISSON'S RATIO • ,] M>lSSON'S MtIO • .l 
LOQ CIIIIS( Z LOIID C"'5£ 2 
• .5558 
SOI.lit Llllt • f ,(.Pl. N:THOD 
? · .6538 DfllStt I.JNE • IIPNOK11¥1TE MntoD 1. t s 
P ·• 7538 
L 
.5 ~ •. 8558 ', ' ,' ',, ' ', ,, E '"' ,/ L ~ ·• 9538 ', ', ,' ' g II. ',, ,, N ', ', ,, .. :;;' 
D T ·1.054 ', ,, ,' 
s ', r, .... " 
.. 5 X · I. 154 
....;:::....... ,;;,-" 
.......... .. ........ --.. _________ .,.__.,::---
I · 1.254 
-1. I ll 










75 CENTtR LJHE ltOW ~THOD 
I 
CENTER \.1N£ ROW "1:THOD 
POISSON'S R_,TIO • ,J 
6 POISSON'S MTIO • .J LOIIID CME l LC.I C"5E l 




~ ·25 s 
M H 
E ·Sil ~ ll N 
T ~ 
s 75 s 
·2 
·lllll 









2. T ,4 
c;[NT[R I.IN( ROW 111.THOD ,2 
l 
C:£.NTEW LINC ROW IIETHOI 
1.5 t POISSON'S RATIO • , ] POISSON'S lfllTlO • .J I.OflD C#IISE. l LOIID CAS( 3 
II. 
SOLID LIN[ • F.l,11. 1£THOI 
D DASH LU~ • ,...,_,IIJMTE i.ETMOD 
I. t 
! 




.s ' .. I ~--l. 2 ·,8 g 8. -
D 1 ·I.. 
s 










ii 2 4 6 8 Ill 12 14 16 18 211 22 24 26 28 511 52 8 2 4 6 8 18 12 14 16 18 28 22 24 26 28 58 52 
NODES NODES 
100 r 8 
911 
f 
ctNTU LINE ltOU l'ICTHOD 
t 
C£NTU LltE IOU IIETMOD 
POISSON'S bTtO • .J 6 
POlSSON'S IATlO • .J 
LOAD CMt J I.Mii CASt 3 
&ii 
SOUi Llftl • I ,l,f'I, 1£TM:>D SOLID UNI. • J' ,[,II, PUltOD 




11 s 0 H /I ·20 









· 168 ·8 




2. T - .543 
CENTER LlNC 1tW r,UHOD 
t 
C(f'!Tt:11 LIN( ROW l'IET..011 
\.S t POISSON'S kTJO • ,l -.745 P015Sot,'S lttllfIO • .l LOAD CAS( 4 LOAD C-.SC 4 
SOlll LlNE • F .[.l'I, MTHOD 
0 DASH lll€ • ifilltPROKJl"IIIT[ l'l(TMOD 
1. t 
[ l l l l ! 
~ · ,q45 
p 
L 
.5 ~ ·1.145 
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SEQUENTIAL SEARCH METHOD BY NELDER AND MEAD 
100 
101 
The sequential search method was used to find the coefficients for 
given functions to fit a row of the foundation stiffness matrix in a 
least squares sense. This sequential search method is an optimization 
process known as the flexible simplex search developed by Nelder and Mead 
(23, 24). 
This procedure considers an objective function, f, defined through-
out an N-dimensional space with coordinates (X 1, x2 , X3' ... , Xn). The 
search begins with an initial point and generates N more points with a 
total of N + l corner points (cal led a simplex). Each corner point def in-
ed in the N-dimensional space is systematically replaced by new ones in 
order to make the objective function produce a minimum value. As the 
method produces points which are producing smaller objective function 
evaluations, the simplex becomes smaller until the desired minimum is 
obtained. 
The interactive procedure of replacing the corner points uses three 
moves called reflection, expansion, and contraction. For each trial 
point which is a corner to the simplex, the objective function is evalu-
ated. The corners are then numbered Z 
0 
Z , where the smallest func-
n 




The centroid, Z, is calculated from points Z , .•. , Z 1 . A re-o n-
fleeted point, Z , is calculated as follows: 
r 
z = z + A(Z - z) r n 
where A is a reflection coefficient (positive number). The objective 
function evaluation of this point is labeled F : 
r 
F = f(Z) 
r r 
102 
The magnitude of F is examined to determine further steps accord-
r 
ing to the following cases: 
Case I: F < F < F o r n-1 
Case 2: F < F r o 
Case 3: F < F n-1 r 
For Case I, replace Z with point Z and begin iteration. For Case 
n r 
2, a better point has been found and an attempt is made to expand fur-
ther along the same direction. The expanded point, Z , is calculated as 
e 
fol lows: 
z = z + B(Z - Z) 
e n 
where B is an expansion coefficient (positive number). The objective is 
eva I uated for Z to determine F . If F < F , the expansion is accepted. 
e e e o 
Then Z is replaced with Z and iteration is begun. If F > F , the ex-
n e e o 
pansion is rejected and Z is replaced with Z . Then a new iteration is n r 
started. 
For Case 3, the simplex is too large and a contraction point, Z , 
c 
is calculated as follows: 
For F < F : Z = Z + C(Z - Z) 
n r c n 
For F > F : Z = Z + C(Z - Z) 
n r c r 
where Care contraction coefficients. The objective function is then 
evaluated to determine F . If F < F < F or F < F < F , the contrac-
c c n r c r n 
tion is completed by replacing Z with Z and starting iteration. Other-
n c 
wise, contraction is made by moving each corner point halfway toward the 
point with the lowest function evaluation. Then a new iteration begins. 
103 
Convergence is met when the standard deviation of the function evalua-
tions of the corner points is a fraction of the mean of the function 
evaluations of the corner points. 
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